TAMPA PALMS NORTH OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION, INC.
BASKETBALL GOAL REQUEST FORM
Instructions:
1. Complete an ADMC Modification Request Application and this form.
2. Attach a survey that clearly shows the intended location of the basketball goal.
3. Attach a color photo of the proposed basketball goal.
4. Submit the Modification Request Application, this form, and all attachments to the ADMC.
DATE: __________________________
PRINTED NAME OF OWNER: ___________________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________
Will an overshot of the basketball affect the adjacent neighbor based on the intended location of the goal:
__ YES (adjacent neighbor approval is required)
__ NO (skip adjacent neighbor approval)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjacent Neighbor Approval: I approve of a basketball goal being located adjacent to my property knowing that an overshot
of the basketball may affect us.

NEIGHBOR’S SIGNED NAME: __________________________________________________________
NEIGHBOR’S PRINTED NAME: ________________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-One regulation size or smaller commercially purchased goal may be used upon driveway of a home site and shall
not be positioned in such a way that the street is used for play or the sidewalk is blocked to pedestrian traffic.
-Goals shall be located on the non-elevation side of the driveway.
-Vehicles shall not be parked in the street when the basketball goal is or is not in use.
-Goals shall not be in use between the hours of 10 p.m. and 8 a.m.
-Goals shall be solid color or clear and be void of advertisement.
-Goal nets shall be white polyester or nylon.
-Goals that are in poor condition, including but not limited to being faded, rusted, out of plumb, torn or
deteriorated net, shall be removed or returned to it original condition by the owner.
-Goals shall be maintained on a regular basis by the owner in accordance with these guidelines to preserve the
community standards.
The undersigned property owner hereby acknowledges and agrees to the basketball guidelines as stated above.
SIGNATURE OF OWNER: ______________________________________________________
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